AUGUST HEADLINES - UNMC TODAY

From the DEI office
Students share thoughts on community engagement. (8-1-22)

Faculty, staff encouraged to review retirement materials
TIAA, Fidelity and the university are sending communications via mail and email about the changes. (8-5-22)

Forum recap
Stop the bleed training and more. (8-10-22)

Regents OK project to address rural workforce shortage
The University of Nebraska Board of Regents Thursday approved the program statement and construction budget for phase two of the UNK-UNMC Rural Health Education Building on the University of Nebraska at Kearney campus. (8-12-22)

SIM-NE marks 5 years bringing vital training to Nebraska
The program marked five years in operation Aug. 2 — a period that has seen steady expansion of its reach in the people it is training and the places it has gone. (8-18-22)

Back to campus: Safety information
The start of a new academic year is a good time for students and employees to familiarize themselves with UNMC’s campus-safety resources and procedures. (8-23-22)

AUGUST HEADLINES - NEBRASKA MEDICINE NOW

Colleague forum: Monkeypox, COVID-19 and a new HUB Pharmacy
Leaders shared pandemic and organizational updates during the most recent colleague forum. (8-12-22)

Wanted: ITEACH influencers for next phase of culture journey
We’re looking for colleagues to serve as ambassadors of our values as culture work shifts to individual teams and departments. (8-23-22)

Updating mobile passcode policies for corporate devices
This change will ensure that corporate mobile devices have the same passcode requirements across workstations, phones and tablets. (8-30-22)

Among the best, thanks to you
Nebraska Medicine makes Forbes’ list of best employers in Nebraska for 2022. (8-24-22)

Colleague forum: Understanding challenges of post-acute placement
The forum also included a look at the new performance scorecard for this fiscal year and an update on the Innovation Design Unit. (8-26-22)